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Improved planetary boundary layer (PBL) measurements are critical for advancing our 

understanding of PBL processes and their representations in weather, climate, and pollution 

models. Ground-based Doppler lidars provide insight into PBL wind speed and turbulence, yet 

have limited spatial coverage. Airborne Doppler Lidar (ADL) offers a unique ability to observe 

wind and turbulence over a much larger area, can take measurements over oceans and complex 

terrain, and can quickly adjust to moving weather systems. Existing ADL systems generally 

provide vertical and horizontal wind speeds by using a single beam scanning at various viewing 

directions. The time needed for scanning limits the spatial resolution of measurements. Finer 

scale measurements are required for understanding flow and turbulence in complex terrain, and 

will improve understanding of severe weather events. The University of Colorado, Boulder, 

(UCB), is developing a five fixed-beam ADL system to improve ADL measurement capabilities 

and to meet needs for PBL process studies. The fixed-beam set up allows for continuous radial 

wind velocity measurements at multiple azimuth angles while maintaining a dedicated nadir 

beam for high-resolution vertical wind measurements.   

This contribution presents a large-eddy simulation (LES) based system optimization study to 

demonstrate the capabilities of the developing five fixed-beam system. Initially, we evaluate the 

impact of turbulence on wind speed retrieval quality in a 23x27x2.3 km3 LES domain with 10 m 

vertical and horizontal resolutions. An ADL simulator initially developed at KIT is updated for 

multiple fixed-beam systems and used to simulate 56 unique flights across the LES domain per 

configuration of the ADL system. Retrievals based on the simulated observations are performed 

for mean wind speeds ranging from 0-15 m/s, off-nadir viewing angles 10°-60°, and along track 

averaging distances from 10-2600 m for both the UCB 5-beam ADL and a single beam scanning 

setup.  

Results show that the five-beam system reduces wind profile retrieval error due to turbulence, is 

capable of sampling turbulence spectra into scales in the inertial subrange, and can resolve PBL 

2-D roll structures. For a standard retrieval strategy, the five-beam system reduces mean absolute 

errors due to turbulence by more than 50% when compared to the scanning system, especially at 

smaller off-nadir viewing angles and shorter along-track averaging distances. Turbulence spectra 

calculations are demonstrated using simulated retrievals from the five-beam ADL. 100 m scale 

2-D roll structures are reconstructed to demonstrate the system’s potential to provide high 

resolution wind measurements. The simulation results will be used to optimize beam pointing 

configurations for various measurement goals in new fixed beams systems.  


